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A Letter from Board President, Jason Jones
As we come to the close of the second year in the life of the eartHand Gleaners Society, I find myself
reflecting on the nature of power. Not the power of capital or arms, but the power of relationships, the
power of connection, the power of community. To me, it is this true power that lies at the root of what
eartHand Gleaners Society strives to tap with its projects, partnerships and participants. Two and a half
years ago, our Executive Director, Sharon Kallis, approached a few of her close friends and peers with a
germ of an idea. How about we create a society that combines the best of the creative arts and
environmental education while teaching and reminding people about how to work with their hands.
Wouldn’t it be great if Vancouver was ready for such a society?
During our first official year, the board spent a lot of time fumbling through paperwork, financial
statements, and provincial legislation to make sure that we laid a solid foundation upon which Sharon
could work her magic, and work it she did. Terroir: Urban Cloth Project and Aberthau Flax+Fibre+Food
are just two of the project highlights that took flight during our first year, showcasing the power of
thoughtful projects, honest partnerships and engaged participants to build stronger communities.
The start of our second year saw the official addition of our second officer, Rebecca Graham as Artistic
Director. Rebecca had already been working on several of eartHand’s project and was such a vital part of
the success of these project teams that appointing her as Artistic Director was an easy decision. I am
grateful every day that the eartHand Gleaners Society has the good fortune to have artists of Sharon and
Rebecca’s calibre leading the way. The diversity of projects that their combined efforts have allowed the
society to tackle is both humbling and impressive. This Annual Report provides many details of these
exciting projects, not least of which is our stewardship of Trillium North Park.
Looking ahead to the coming year and beyond, I see hope and positivity in every direction. We have
begun a transition within the governance of the society as several of the original board members have
moved on to exciting personal adventures that have taken them away from Vancouver. We will be working
diligently in the coming months to ensure that the new board of directors is populated with folks who are
committed to our mission and are directly engaged in a work- and life-style that can have direct and
positive effects on the society and the communities in which we work. I have every confidence that the
eartHand Gleaners Society, under the dedicated leadership of Sharon and Rebecca, will continue to grow,
will continue to inspire, and will continue to tap that true power that enlivens and supports communities.
With respect in my heart and dirt under my fingernails,
Jason Jones
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Message from the Executive Director
I am thrilled to be writing this message to accompany eartHand Gleaners Society's second Annual
Report; the little not-for-profit that we started two years ago has been thriving like a field of dandelions.
My personal shift from being an individual artist who partners with an organization, to being the
organization has been an interesting learning curve that has shifted my internal terrain of how I make
decisions regarding what we build for the future of this kind of work.
eartHand's core community engagement programming continues to be well-received and respected by
funders, programmers and participants. Nonetheless, the social, cultural and economic context in which
we live is shifting, and there is a declining trend in turnout at free community workshop events across
many fields. We're taking this as an opportunity to develop stronger relationships with stable groups of
participants such as school classes, and working more deeply with them over a period of time. We
have also begun exploring a new model of tapping into community expertise, through 'research labs' that
will invite skilled community members to participate and hope to offer honoraria to acknowledge their time
and expertise in future projects.
In the last months of our 2014 year we began to develop a series of Urban Weaving Retreats. Embedded
in these paid workshops will be free spaces for low-income community members. This has been a radical
shift in how I conceptualize program planning, in what I have always held to as the need for all-access
programming with participation barriers removed.
I am realizing the always-free model can actually devalue what we offer when the time spent writing
grants and reports, for example, is not visible, and a participant’s not showing up to something registered
for has no consequence. By creating a varied base of paid workshop/retreats that holds space for low
income registrants to apply for, a value is returned to what we offer yet still gives space for those who
wish to participate but cannot afford a class. I look forward to rolling out the first of these retreats in 2015.
eartHand is now able to offer receipts for tax-deductible donations through an agreement with the City of
Vancouver. This initiative was inspired by people's requests to work with us on personally meaningful
collaborative projects, for example, in the creation of the memorial 'Masami's Spinning Wheel' at West
Point Grey, and the 'Wedding Weave' at MOP. As of 2014, a donor may visit the City of
Vancouver website and choose a community eco-art project with eartHand as an option. One hundred
percent of his/her donation goes to eartHand for free public programming, and the donor receives a
receipt for tax purposes from the city.
eartHand is also working toward the signing of a 5-year renewable agreement with Vancouver Park Board
for the activation and stewardship of Trillium North Park. This park was conceived of as something new, a
place dedicated to environmental art education and ecological stewardship, and a place that we hope to
make one of the neighbourhood's 'great good places'. Officially opened last summer, Trillium North Park
is located at Malkin and Thornton on the southern edge of Strathcona, traditionally the overlapping
territories of the XwMuthkwium (Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish), and Tsleil-waututh People. Our
first community programs began in the park towards the end of our 2014 year, and the park feels like a
fresh canvas awaiting our first creative strokes. Our energy mostly at this point has been to learning about
the plantings we have on site, and weaving connections into the surrounding community with those
interested in getting involved.
Finally, I want to extend rivers of gratitude to our volunteers, supporters, and participants. In particular,
thanks to Helen Shim for her patience and endurance with eartHand's bookkeeping; to Karen Barnaby, for
her participation in so many ways and her holding high standards; and to Martin Borden, for crafting truly
extraordinary and professional documentation of what we do, we owe so much. We also are so grateful to
our partners and champions at Vancouver Park Board: the Arts Culture and Engagement Team, who have
assisted us in both conceptualizing what might be possible, then help with the nitty-gritty to make it a
reality. Thank you for believing in the possibility....
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The eartHand Team 2014
Officers
!
Sharon Kallis Executive Director
$
Rebecca Graham Artistic Director
Project Team
!
Tracy Williams Lead Artist, Terroir: Urban Cloth Project
$
Mirae Rosner Lead Artist, Terroir: Urban Cloth Project
$
Brian Jones Lead Artist: Aberthau Flax=Fibre+Food: Year 2
$
David Gowman Graphic Designer, Musician
!
Martin Borden Filmmaker
$
Penny Coupland Research and Community Outreach
$
Tiddley Cove Morris Dancers
$
Cypress Street Band
Board
$
Jason Jones$ $
$
Stephanie Puleo!

Andrew Parker $
Theresa Carroll

Jody MacDonald

Community Partners
$
Afterschool Adventures
$
Community Arts Council of Vancouver
$
Environmental Youth Alliance
$
Hives for Humanity
$
Rogue Folk Club
$
Strathcona Elementary School
$
Vancouver Moving Theatre Company
$
Vancouver Park Board Arts, Culture & Engagement
$
Vancouver Park Board Nursery
$
West Point Grey Community Centre
$
$
$

$
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Our Community Engagement Projects in 2014
eartHand is known for its grand community eco-art projects. With site-specific events occurring
over several seasons backed by multiple community partners and sources of funding, they are a
tribute to relationships, resourcefulness, and creative spirit.

Terroir: Urban Cloth Project
With final celebrations scheduled in early June 2015, in many ways it feels like the work and research of
this project is just getting started. The Terroir project is about re-discovering and building links back to the
land that include dance, music, recognition of hard work and labour for the production of cloth as a
communal activity. How all of this can encompass many ways of knowing a specific place and the plants
that grow. Looking at native, introduced and invasive species and planted agricultural crops from both a
First Nations gathering/foraging perspective as well as early settler agricultural methods. The seasons of
the plants and harvest times have driven the work every step of the way. Cultural differences in plant/
human relationships have been acknowledged and similarities celebrated as we have learned together,
sharing what we know and cooperatively unventing lost methods of fibre processing. Tracy Williams and
Sharon Kallis co-presented this project at the 7th Canadian Community Play & Art Symposium .
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Trillium North Park Opening
A new park that opened mid-summer 2014 has become our new home for a 5 year, renewable term.
Physically the park is co-managed with the Vancouver Park Board Operations Department. With a huge
amount of assistance from the Vancouver Park Board: Arts, Culture and Engagement team we are sorting
out details on how this completely new model of a city park can function. Part commons, community
garden and outdoor learning lab, it is a full-access city public park, with a public access covered work
space, two locked work bays and shipping containers for our program storage needs. The park comes
with no guarantee of funding for support, but with oodles of opportunity and autonomy for eartHand to
build long term projects and programs. The ground work in 2014 was laid in bringing on-board
Environmental Youth Alliance as a key-holder and project partner, as well as Lord Strathcona Elementary
Schools grade 6/7 class teacher Ms. Persoon who has site access to use the facilities as an outdoor
classroom. Our first funding application for $10,000 was submitted in 2014 for Neighbourhood Matching
Funds from Vancouver Park Board, and was successful. That project is rolling out in the 2015 year.
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Aberthau Flax+Fibre+Food
Working under Sharon’s mentorship, Rebecca and Brian Jones took the Aberthau Flax=Fibre+Food
Project through a successful Year Two, growing a variety of different grain crops and flax for art materials.
The garden was admired by passersby, and Brian and Rebecca represented the project at events around
the community, sparking many valuable eye-opening conversations.
Find the Final Report, links to videos and other documentation from our two years on site on the website:
www.aberthauflaxfibrefood.blogspot.ca
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Paths not Taken...yet
Vancouver parks plant debris survey and material access policy development:
Park green-waste is the supply chain for many of our art materials beyond the gardens we work from, and
having a clear understanding of seasonal green-waste is a key component for mounting larger-scale
projects and building momentum in supply to meet demand. As word of what we do spreads, more
organizations want to use city plant debris, and understanding what is available, when, where- and how
much, then having policy for access is key to the success of this concept on a larger city-wide scale.
Last summer, partnering with Vancouver Park Board, we submitted an application to the Vancouver
Foundation for a Greenest City Grant to do such a survey. Though our Greenest City Grant application
was not successful in 2014, we will continue to hold the space for this important research and think
perhaps we were just ahead our time!
Larger workshop space and material storage facility:
Growing from Maclean Park with the Urban Weavers program to our new home at Trillium Park with our
storage/work shipping containers with outside work space, one of the key needs we became aware of
with two interns joining us this spring was a lack of office space and common meeting area beyond
Sharon’s kitchen table (which is kind of like her bedroom). Our vision for how we grow includes more
weaving and skill sharing workshops and working towards what a “locally grown and made product” social
enterprise arm of our little non-profit might look like.
We had the opportunity to dream big with Secret Lantern Society this past year, partnering on a
submission for a 20-year lease on a city creative space mid-way between Means of Production and
Trillium North that would have granted office, workshop and meeting space and lots of room to grow- at a
rate we could afford. We were not successful on this bid, but having put much time into envisioning what
would work, we of course fell in love with the idea and have aspirations of what our future might now look
like. We will keep our eye out for other opportunities in our neighbourhood and were honoured that Secret
Lantern, with such deep roots in community-based work chose us as partner in the application process.
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Financial Summary
eartHand is committed to exploring ways of fulfilling our mandate and diversifying our income streams in
order to keep our organization vibrant and adaptable. Some of the avenues we’ve been looking at in the
past year have been tax-deductible donations, partnering with other organizations for infrastructure
needs, and developing a 5-year plan for identifying just how big WE WANT to grow, where we want that
income to come from, and how we provide space for bursary low-income recipients, All of this will be
rolled out in the 2015 year.

Our 2014 financial statements are available for anyone who wishes to see exactly where funds have been
spent. Below is a list of project funds and income sources.
2014 Funder

Project

Amount

Community Arts Council of Vancouver

Urban Cloth Project events & workshops in the
Downtown East Side

$4000

BC Arts Council via
Environmental Youth Alliance

Urban Cloth Project administration/ oversight

$700

Vancouver Park Board Arts Culture & Engagement

Trillium North Park start-up, Urban Cloth Project
workshops, and Means of Production garden
administration

$4900

Neighbourhood Matching Fund via
West Point Grey Community Centre

Aberthau Flax=Fibre+Food Project:
Year 2

$7240
Total

$16840
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Message from the Artistic Director
Being the Artistic Director of eartHand is the dream job that I never could have imagined. Is there
anything better than joining amazing people in making art out of materials from the land, and inspiring
others to join us? In this work, I’ve found that the artistic direction of eartHand is really a conversation
amongst all of us who work on eartHand projects about how we reflect and narrate eartHand’s stories
back to the world.
On a practical level, there are things like business cards and display banners, graphics and logos,
illustrations, teaching aids, and the style of our photo and video documentation. In this regard, our chief
concern is that we are consistent and cohesive, and can be proud of the professionalism of our image. In
print and online, Sharon and David have established a strong graphic identity for eartHand that is
collaborative and collage-like in its nature; this framework fills out beautifully with the diversity of artists
and voices that populate it. In video documentation, Martin Borden’s skill blesses us with seamless
vignettes of our projects that communicate the heart of what eartHand is about.
On a deeper level, the theme of “aspirations” has become an important touchstone for us in thinking
about who we are as an organization, and how we tell our story. The first realm in which this theme plays
out is in our connection with our audience and participants. eartHand art-making is based not only on
knowledge that can be articulated and written, but on hand skills, eye training, and physical awareness.
The subtleties of the hand, eye and body cannot be learned from books, which is one of the reasons that
people are drawn to eartHand activities. At the same time, because our pace is very different from the
digitally mediated pace of most everyday interactions, our work can easily be misunderstood or missed
altogether. We are asking ourselves, What will people aspire to? Craftsmanship, beauty, meaning,
relevance? How can we offer people a spectrum of meaningful ways to participate in eartHand projects?
Another facet of our connection with people is how we create the context in which our projects can be
aspirational. eartHand has been a champion of all-access programming, but as this kind of programming
seems to lose its value in the wider world, we seek ways to be generous that are respectful and
reciprocal. We’ve been reflecting on Malcolm Margolin’s essay “First Nations Pedagogy”, in the book
Ecological Literacy: educating our children for a sustainable world: “When you teach someone something,
you've robbed the person of the experience of learning it. You need to be cautious before you take that
experience away from someone else.”
Finally, the theme of ‘aspirations’ has come to rest with us. What are eartHand’s aspirations? There are
many ways for us to answer this question, and we will; but at the heart, we hope for deeper relationships
in our neighbourhoods, to find ways of working that honour the ancestors who lived in this place since
time immemorial, and to continue to address the needs and hopes of today’s people, to make the picture
a bit brighter for tomorrow’s.

“Where are we anyway? Are we in the
country, the city or where? I don’t even know
anymore!”
Words spoken by a 9 year old participant in the park during
an after school daycare fieldtrip- splitting cedar shakes,
carding wool and processing linen from flax as a part of
ongoing programming.

